WILCON COMPLETES MAJOR NEW FIBER OPTIC NETWORK BUILD
FOR LOS ANGELES CENTER STUDIOS
State-of-the-art network infrastructure solution
to serve growing base of media and entertainment tenants
LOS ANGELES, CA (Jan. 8, 2014) — Wilcon has completed a major new fiber optic network
build to Los Angeles Center Studios, LA’s premier independent movie studio.
This ultra-broadband network infrastructure can deliver high-capacity data services and
scalable bandwidth for Los Angeles Center Studios’ growing base of media and
entertainment tenants.
Wilcon is the best-in-class fiber optic network service provider, and its extensive, diverse
Southern California reach enables secure connectivity for mission critical traffic to
production/postproduction houses, video distribution points, broadcast centers and
telecommunications hubs critical to the media and entertainment industry.
Jon DeLuca, CEO of Wilcon, says, “We can deliver a comprehensive dark fiber solution and
a full suite of lit services, up to 10 gig circuits, to provide transport capabilities from Los
Angeles Center Studios to all major locations throughout Southern California.”
“Wilcon was a very natural fit for us,” says Sam Nicassio, President, Los Angeles Center
Studios. “They offer superior scalability, reliability and customized support, and their fiber
network capabilities will enable us to further grow our suite of services to the media and
entertainment industry.”
For more information on Wilcon’s customized solutions for media and entertainment
companies, please visit: http://wilcon.com/industry-focus/media-and-entertainment/.
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About Wilcon
Founded in 1998, Wilcon is the premier West coast provider of best-in-class fiber optic
network and data center infrastructure.
As one of the largest fiber optic networks in Southern California, Wilcon offers vast reach
and diverse routes connecting major data centers, enterprise locations and wireless
communications sites, as well as the most dense fiber and interconnection infrastructure in
downtown Los Angeles.
Wilcon delivers dark fiber and ultra-broadband optical services for businesses, wireless
carriers and other communications service providers that ensure optimal performance for
their mission-critical data traffic and applications.
Wilcon also owns and operates leading data center and carrier-neutral colocation facilities in
downtown Los Angeles, including its key hub at the One Wilshire Building. For more
information, please visit http://wilcon.com/ or contact us at +1-888-600-2800 or
info@wilcon.com
About Los Angeles Center Studios
Los Angeles Center Studios is a full-service studio for TV, film, and commercial production –
a honeycomb of entertainment interests working collectively from a 20-acre studio campus –
providing a supportive, synergistic environment for the growing independent elements of the
entertainment business.
Los Angeles Center Studios serves the creative industry with Class A and production
offices, six 18,000 square foot audience rated state-of-the-art sound stages, as well as fullservice amenities, and is widely considered Los Angeles’ premier independent movie
studio. For more information, please visit http://www.lacenterstudios.com
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